Amish Winter Wonderland: BOOK 2: Amish, Christian Romance (Jacob's Daughter Series)
Synopsis

Book Two of Jacob’s Daughter series

Twenty-five-year-old LILLIAN STOLTZFUS is living in the shadow of her deceased brother. When her dad gives her the gift of land that would normally go to the eldest son, it includes a bakery he built as an offering to a suitor for her. No one wants marriage for Lillian more than she wants it for herself, but at twenty-five, she fears she will end up a spinster if Seth never returns her secret feelings for him.

Thirty-year-old SETH MILLER is loaded down with the responsibility of caring for an overbearing father. His loyalty to his father’s farm has caused him to put his own needs on hold his entire adult life. Being secretly in love with Lillian for many months, he finds it difficult to speak to her because he lacks the confidence having never dated before. Will the contents of an old spice box change everything for both of them? Or are they destined to admire each other from afar indefinitely?

Contains a SNEAK PEEK of TWO chapters of A Sheriff’s Legacy (Christian/Historical Romance)
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Customer Reviews

Well Samantha Bayarr did it again! While this is Book 2 a sequel to "Jacob’s Daughter", it could
stand alone, although I wholeheartedly encourage you to read "Jacob's Daughter" first. This is a wonderful book about Lillian and Seth, who are in their twenties and were bypassed by fate to have been married earlier in life, as are most Amish couples. The antics of Lillian's sister Hannah in trying to "match" her with Seth are hilarious, seemingly negative, but ultimately the best possible result - to say the least. Samantha creates a wonderful seasaw atmosphere between Lillian and Seth as each are dubious as to the other's feeling and are hesitant to take the first step to avoid being disappointed. The descriptive scenery with which Samatha treats her readers is so romantically heartwarming. As an example, she describes a gorgeous scene where the young folks in the community gather at the frozen pond to go ice skating. She describes how each one brings their lanterns and place them in the perimeter of the pond to illuminate it. While at the pond a very, almost unprecedented scene takes place between Seth and Henry. I won't spoil it for you, you need to read it and enjoy it for yourself. Another scene Samantha depicts takes place one evening as Lizzie is walking home, the snow is falling, everything is so quiet, all you could hear is the snow falling, then she hears an owl, she looks up to see it, his yellow eyes shine at her and he tilts his head as if to say hi Lizzie. Samantha does a marvelous job in describing this scene. The gift Seth gave Lizzie, through her niece Abby, is the quintessential gift of oneself.
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